Tuesday morning:

Talking point: Is it true that there is more wisdom in listening than in talking?
So yesterday, Louie taught some science on states of matter: solids, liquids and gases.
There was great excitement over the whiteboards that were used in the lesson.
Sophie taught a maths lesson on surface area and volume.
Sophie taught a maths lesson on surface area and volume.
Whilst Kye’s lesson playing rounders was much appreciated since they had not done much PE recently.
Carly and Priya taught lessons in Art and Creative Writing.
Jaspinder’s drama lesson was at times hilarious as teams of students created tableaux of different animals.

Here they are forming snakes that wriggled and hissed.
Meanwhile Zaheem ran a football lesson and Erin taught some dance, but their lessons escaped the cameras.
Reflecting on the day, Zaheem commented:

“As soon as you started teaching the students you could recognise all the different characters, just like the characters at Foxford. The jokers, the ones who think they’re hard, the team players, the organisers... Literally, if you could transport them to Foxford they’d fit right in straight away. It’s just they have been born here and their circumstances are very different.”
Today we’ll be teaching more lessons and seeing what we can do to improve conditions at Nateete.

Check in on the Facebook page or Twitter to find out how things are going.

FB : Foxford to Kampala 2019

Twitter: Foxford School@Foxford School